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Proposal 

 

Problem and Audience 

A major deficit we find that the client is facing is the visibility of the their platform. 

8Centric is an effective platform for the audience they are trying to attract: those who want to 

volunteer, donate, vote, or all around become more knowledgeable in regards to the AAPI 

community. Accordingly then, our group’s focus is what is the most effective way to make 

8Centric a more visible platform to said audience. 

The specific audience is the overall AAPI community, because they are going to be the 

most interested party wanting to engage with the platform; but specifically our group believes the 

platform should be directly geared to attract people from the ages of eighteen through thirty 

years old, or more simply: students through graduates. We believe this is the age range, as well 

as the most interested party, because this audience would be the most likely to seek out a 

platform like 8Centric as well as assume such a platform already exists. This age range and 

demographic is extremely interested in utilizing social platforms, thus ultimately they will be 

most attracted to using a social platform in order to engage with their community because it is 

familiar. 

Summary of Narrative/Textual Analysis 

Affective narratives all share common traits. Most begin with an abstract, which paints a 

bigger image for the audience to familiarize themselves with the landscape of the story. 

Typically following the introduction, next will come the orientation with the time, place, and 

characters that the audience will become familiar with over the course of the narrative. But the 

narrative really begins with the complicating action. The complicating action is the clauses that 

inform the audience what of the dilemma of the story, and subsequently what makes the narrative 

an important argument (typically) in an attempt to create sympathy. After the narrative becomes 



humanized by a complicating actions that is geared towards being understandable, there has to be 

a resolution for the audience that will be relatable. The resolution is really the final piece of the 

narrative, but the next common element that can follow narratives is an evaluation. An 

evaluation alerts the audience why the story is worth telling and understanding—it tells the 

audience what will (hopefully) be taken away from the narrative. However, another way to end a 

narrative is with a coda, a set of clauses signifying clearly that the narrative is over. 

Common components found in the website included words, images, symbols, and 

hyperlinks. Not all front pages include moving images or videos but they are a component that 

add anew dimension to the frontpage. Words in a frontpage are vital because they need to be 

informing the leader and also keeping them invested. Words need to be used strategically so that 

the audience can learn about the purpose of the frontpage without being overloaded or 

underwhelmed from the information. Symbols are another component necessary in order to make 

the frontpage unique, and memorable. Symbols help convey messages in the frontpage such as 

what a frontpage is about. Images are useful to give a visual representation of what the frontpage 

is about. They need to be used correctly in order to help the audience see an example of what the 

frontpage is discussing instead of just reading about it. Hyperlinks are the last component that is 

necessary in websites because they give the audience more agency. If they want to learn about a 

specific section they just need to access that tab. If they want to explore the website and what the 

frontpage is connected to the audience can easily do that. All these component make a website 

successful if they are used correctly to convey the information in the best way. 

Evaluation of Existing Products 

The three interviews our group compared were all effective because of the strength of the 

subjects as storytellers. In the narrative, “An undocumented student journey to Harvard” was 

effective because of the content and portrayal of the interviewee. The interview made the content 

and the subject moe humanistic and relatable. The subject of the interview helped the audience 

learn about the DACA program by the way he recounted the story. He is a relatable person and 

therefore connects effectively to the audience. The “How Michelle Met Barack” interview was 

successful because it was both intriguing and interesting. Michelle Obama’s interview connects 

to the audience effectively because she is an eloquent speaker but she is not speaking formally. 



This interview was effective in capturing the audience because of the content of the story. The 

Obama’s are shown in a completely different life because it's a love story and a private story. 

Michelle Obama’s emotion and how she talked about her feelings is what kept the story going. 

The interview “Aunty Amy” was effective at establishing a relationship between the subject and 

the audience. Amy, the subject of the interview, discusses the tragic deaths of her parents and the 

years she spent away from her family. Her story is filled with emotion and complicating action 

which keeps the audience interested. All these documentaries showed emotions and complicating 

action to make the story worth investing in. They make the audience want to stick until the end. 

The front pages were not effective because they were either disorganized, too simple, 

vague, or very unclear. Some front pages were saturated with information and it all was different 

types of information that was too disorganized to get a clear message of what the website offers. 

Other front pages were too simple, they contained very little information which made it difficult 

to figure out the content of the website. In some of the websites the pictures were images that did 

not relate to the information that the frontpage was presenting. One effective way one of the 

front pages connected to the audience was by adding a seal of transparency. Some front pages 

did not include videos and others included way too many videos. A frontpage  needs maximum 

two video, in which they have to be effective in informing the audience what the point and goals 

of the websites are. All the websites contained hyperlinks that gave the front pages agency. Yet, 

components such as words, images, and moving images are not being effective which end up 

affecting the audiences agency. 

 

Themes 

The first theme is, how does the government influence the social experience of Asian 

Americans in the U.S? A way the government directly influences the social experience, is by 

attempting to make an equal field of opportunity for everyone in the country. Richard Chu uses 

the example of the Harvard University case, in which the college is being sued for not allocating 

an equally amount of opportunity to all who apply because of their use of affirmative action. 

Richard Chu says, “the ones who are supporting this case against Harvard, many of them are 

Chinese immigrants. First generation Chinese immigrants who what their children to be able to 



go into Harvard…they feel that Harvard’s admission policies, because it has affirmative action, 

discriminates against Asians. But there is also a big group of Asian Americans, many of them 

second, third generation who support Harvard’s affirmative action policies.” This is where the 

issues of equal opportunity for all immigrants, especially the Asian American population, comes 

into a grey area, and becomes inneed of government involvement. In a situation like the Harvard 

case, the social experience that immigrants are going to have in the field of education (for 

example) is directly being impacted by government involvement. This is why civic engagement 

is so crucial. And though the government does play a large hand in influencing the social 

environment for citizens as well as immigrants, civic engagement is another way in which the 

public can actively take part in helping to create a balanced social environment. 

Education in the United States can also help Asian immigrants and refugees integrate into 

society by informing and changing mindsets. C.N Le discusses how as an immigrant he felt 

ashamed of his ethnicity, and as he was growing up, he recounted how everything around him 

was white. His friends classmates and especially the culture around him, felt one sided. He only 

began to accept his Vietnamese American identity once he was in college studying sociology and 

Asian American studies. C.N Le explains, “studying sociology and Asian American studies that I 

finally saw...the larger history of racism and inequality against people of color and that’s when I 

kind of rediscovered and embraced my identity as a person of color” (5:21-5:43). It required him 

becoming truly educated about the struggles of the asian community, and studying what societal 

issues Asian Americans face in order to begin appreciating his background. Without the aid of 

education, many immigrants will develop shame over being different. However, with education, 

many immigrants realize not only can they integrate into a new culture, but they can also bring 

forward their own original culture as well. A more troubling problem that that Le experienced 

was discrimination from because of his ethnicity. But again, this is something education could 

aid in eradicating as a problem. Throughout his life, Le experienced stereotypes that all Asian 

Americans were the same. No one may have out right attacked him for being Vietnamese, but 

overall he felt the public around him had erased his Vietnamese identity into just a generic 

identity. So Le believes education about Asian cultures, and how individually different they all 



are, helps to minimize the stereotypes and assumptions made about the Asian American 

community. 

The third theme is, how does the integration of Asian Americans into institutions benefit 

the community? Simply having people using the experience they have from their professional 

lives amassed from different pivotal public institutions (such as the medical field, education, and 

political system) is a highly effective way in which people can help support their community. In 

an interview with Stephanie Fan, she recounts her time growing up in the Boston area, and her 

involvement in a variety of organizations within her community. Back when she worked at Tufts 

Medical Center, the hospital was getting involved in the planning of a community school, which 

at the time was a new concept in the late 60’s early 70’s. However, as the project was underway, 

Stephanie soon wondered why the community school that was being built in, Chinatown, wasn’t 

having anyone from the actual community itself involved. She then used her connections in the 

medical field to find people who would be willing to help her get the community involved. They 

not only constructed the school, but were able to get many people from the Asian American 

community involved by the end of her involvement. She ended up becoming the first employee 

of the Boston Chinatown Neighborhood Center. This outlook Stephanie utilized in the 

community school project would become an important cornerstone belief in the future 

endeavours she pursued. Fan next desired to establish a bilingual program in the Boston Public 

Schools. Stephanie felt that she had to try to support and help the community from which she 

was from the only was that she could--by engaging in civic duties where she can make use of her 

own skill set to better the lives of those around her. Stephanie Fan explains this when she said 

“We wanted to do all these things and our hearts were really with the community, not with the 

school department, we felt our loyalty was with the community folks, and because we were 

trying to create programs that worked for them, not trying to create programs for the city of 

Boston” (4:44 - 5:01).  

By using her education and connections to various institutions in the medical and 

educational systems, Fan was able to help improve her community by adding programs and 

institutions that were needed. The only way to recognize when something is needed in a 

community is by actually being a part of the community in the first place, and so the Asian 



American community being able to utilize their respective resources, education, and sociaital 

positioning as a benefit to their respective community, is one of the only realistic ways to 

improve the social atmosphere they are living within. 

 

Historical Sources 

Looking through our historical documents we can use our sources to help understand our 

concepts and one of those is about the AAPI community change overtime. This is important 

because it gives us perspective on the changing of the AAPI community through the years from 

the overall population to the education and occupations that members of this community have 

held and now hold today. One of those can be seen through our pictures where we have some 

from the 1920’s, 1930’s, and 1940’s. The other historical document that shows this change is our 

census as it has information on nearly everything concerning the AAPI community from the 

years 2005 to 2017. Looking through the census the numbers rise and fall in certain categories as 

the population of younger members of the AAPI community are dropping and the numbers of 

members of the AAPI community going into higher education like college and graduate schools 

have jumped significantly since the early years of the census. 

These sources are very useful at getting helping us see the change throughout the years 

and definitely helps with our question of helping 8Centric more visible to a greater audience. The 

census does this since it does split certain categories into age and we could use that information 

to help narrow down a specific audience in our case the audience we’re searching for is young 

adults or people between the ages of 18-24 which is a category apart of our census. 

One of the important concepts that our historical documents had in common was the 

sense and building of a community over time, and how organizations have played part in this. 

The Boston Chinatown Immigration Raid of 1903, which was the most famous anti-Chinese 

incident in Boston during the Exclusion era and happened during a time of anti-Chinese 

sentiment, brought a sense of community between AAPI people who were just starting to adapt 

to America. During this event, over 300 men were arrested and deported for not carrying proper 

immigration documents. Even a decade later the police still raided the Chinatown neighborhood 



looking for “suspects”. This historical document proves how racial profiling concerned and still 

concerns AAPI people in Boston.  

The pictures of the Buddhist ceremony on Harrison Avenue in 1909 and both of the 

pictures taken on Tyler Street in 1925 perfectly depicts the sense of community through practice, 

not only between the older generations, but between the younger ones as well. The pictures 

Modern Chinese Funeral (1940) and Buddhist Ceremony in Front of Hong Far Low (1909) both 

show young and older AAPI people taking part of a procession rooted in community traditions 

and origins. The pictures Tyler Street on the Right, c. 1925 and Tyler Street on the Left, c. 1925 

show how cultural symbols changed over time through the use of words or catchphrases, such as 

“chop suey,” which was adopted and used by the restaurants in the Boston Chinatown area to 

appeal non-Chinese customers. All of these documents help better understand and illustrate how 

organizations and the sense of community have helped shape the AAPI community in Boston up 

to this day.  

One concept all the historical sources had in common was the challenges that Asian 

immigrants faced in the United States. This is an important concept because one needs to 

understand all the issues Asian immigrants and refugees have faced in order to become Asian 

Americans. Throughout the historical documents some recurring  issues involve racism and 

cultural barriers. Other challenges presented are establishing a home and finding work.The 

documents include censuses of the percentages and places of Asian immigrants that came to 

Massachusetts, two radio interviews discussing first hand stories of vietnamese immigrants and 

their life in the United States, one radio interview about Racial profiling Asian Americans and a 

newspaper clipping involving Chinese immigrants. All these sources answer the very important 

question: what are issues and challenges the AAPI community faces? It is important for our 

project to find out these answers because it will give us tools that could be used to fix the 

problem of getting people to use 8Centric and become active through 8Centric. 

The censuses involving what Asian countries, immigrants came from throughout the 

years is useful. This is  because it gives a clear picture on the different asian populations and 

cultures, that have either grown or decreased throughout the years. The years this census shows 

are from 2010 until 2017. Throughout the seven years the Asian immigrant population has 



increased starting from 240,366 to 313,957. This gives us a picture of how many Asian 

immigrants have moved to the United States in the last 7 years. Another census focusing on 

ethnicity and race of population ranging from 2005-2017 shows how many Asians make part of 

Massachusetts. In 2005, 27.2% of the Massachusetts was Asian making it the largest minority 

group in Massachusetts. In 2017, the asian population increased 30.9% but it is now the second 

largest minority population in Massachusetts. Overall, the census helps to gain a clear idea of the 

Asian population in Massachusetts and how many Asian immigrants there were. 

The radio recording include personal accounts of immigrants getting accustomed to life 

in America. One of the recordings is the story of Sokhen Mao a Cambodian refugee who moves 

to Amherst, Massachusetts as a teenager. He discusses the hardships he faces, cultural shock and 

getting used to the American way. Mao discusses the Cambodian American community and how 

they helped him acclimate to the United States. He even discusses how he hopes to open a 

cultural center in Amherst. The other radio interview is the story of Phong, P Nguyen a 

Vietnamese immigrant. He discusses the shocking differences in the United States in technology 

and culture. Both of these interviews give real life accounts that immigrants faced when moving 

to the United States. It was difficult because they had to learn a new culture and a new language 

in order to have a successful life. The communities they found in Massachusetts helped them 

find their way. The last recording centers on racial profiling that Asian americans still face in the 

United States.They discuss how Asian American communities feel panicked that they might be 

treated like Arabs if they are too dark,This source discusses racism that asians faced in the early 

2000s. It is beneficial to see how Asian Americans were treated after the attacks of September 

11.  

The last historical source that discusses challenges Immigrants face is a newspaper 

clipping talking about Chinese men being arrested. The article discusses how in 1903 chinese 

men were rounded up by police during the funeral of a Chinese immigrant. The chinese 

community had come together to mourn about the murder. Police used this to their advantage an 

arrested 300 men for not having proper documentation. They report that over 50 men were 

arrested. This example documents how Asian Americans have been treated like throughout their 



time in Boston and in Massachusetts in general. Overall, all these documents demonstrate the 

different issues Asian Americans and immigrants/refugees face in Massachusetts.  

 

Documentary Concept 

The documentary starts by discussing the challenges the AAPI faces, discussing how 

personal stories about challenges different Asian American Pacific Islanders have faced in the 

United States. By showcasing these stories there are two objectives. The first objective is to 

appeal to the viewer emotionally by seeing the struggles and challenges the AAPI people have 

overcome. The second objective is to inform the viewer of issues that the AAPI community has 

to face. Issues such as racism and shame that people experience because of societal pressures. 

Problems that affect the AAPI community both positively and negatively such as affirmative 

action. Even issues about how the government lacks in helping Asian american communities. 

After showcasing how the government influences Asian Americans in the United States the 

documentary will the inform the audience on how the community has changed overtime. 

The AAPI community has changed overtime in Boston, Massachusetts. This is when 

statistics will be shown and discussed. These statistics will come from different sections of the 

Massachusetts census comparing the change over different years. The community will be shown 

changing through age, sex, what AAPI countries have the largest population in Boston, and 

different employment that AAPI has in Boston, Massachusetts. Additionally, it will also show 

which age ranges have the biggest populations. The changes in Asian communities will also be 

shown through pictures of Asian communities in Boston through the years. Photographs and 

statistics will show the change of the AAPI community overtime. It will also show how the 

integration of Asian Americans into institutions have benefitted Boston. 

To end the documentary we will connect it back to 8Centric and suggest it as a tool for 

those who wish to be civically active. We show how through 8Centric people can get connected 

to different organizations that are helping and improving the AAPI community in Massachusetts. 

The documentary will demonstrate the different types of volunteering that can be done to benefit 

the AAPI community. Volunteering that teach Asian Americans and Asian immigrants english 

and the tools to find jobs. Volunteering that focuses on helping children and making them proud 



of their different cultures. Organizations that focus on different Asian communities. This will be 

supported by interviews done in class and also radio interviews from our historical sources. By 

the end of this interview the viewer will understand the purpose of 8Centric. 

 
Interactive Website 

For the interactive website we decided for the header we would put buttons that would 

link to other pages for the viewer to go to. The buttons include home, about us, recordings, 

photos, AAPI accounts, and AAPI organization. The about section would tell you about the 

website and what it would be there for. Recordings is for the audio recordings and any statistics 

we found for the historical documents. Photos are for all the photos that we didn’t put on the 

frontpage of the website that we found for historical documents. AAPI accounts would be for 

any quotes or interview of the AAPI community talking about their experiences they’ve had 

throughout their lives. Lastly would be AAPI organizations, it’s for any organization that helps 

the community and for the viewer to look for any organization they would like to help out with. 

After the header there is a quote by Bryan Thao Worra that says “A single seed can turn 

into a forest. A single heart can transform a nation.” Which I think goes really well with this 

whole project because if one person helps out it can create a whole domino effect were more 

people will want to help. After that there is three different pictures two of which change between 

each other being the gate of chinatown, one is an older picture it and the other is a more recent 

picture of it. The third picture is a funeral in 1940 through chinatown for a businessman named 

Won Tarn Shiew. Below the three pictures are three more buttons that are for events, news, and 

statistics. Events will show you upcoming events and what you can do to help for that event 

either by volunteering or donating. News is for mainly anything regarding the AAPI community 

or important news about Boston. Statistics is for the census and any other numbers related 

records we found for the historical documents. Next we have the interview to give personal 

accounts of people in the community to help the viewer feel more inclined to help in any way 

they can. Then we put the map of Boston because that is the main place where we are focusing 

on and with it having many colleges and universities the students are who we are mainly 

targeting being in the age range of eighteen through thirty. After we have pictures of the 8centric 

logo that links to their own website. Then we have the logo for The Commonwealth of 



Massachusetts Asian American Association. Lastly we have a button for any that wants to donate 

money if they don’t have any time to volunteer to any events. 

 





 

 

 



Appendices 

Photograph 

1. Buddhist Ceremony in Front of Hong Far Low

2. Boston Chinatown Raid, 1935

3. Tyler Street, 1925

Historical Document
4.    Request for governmental aid by Asian-American organization

Talks
5.    Cambodian Americans Aiding Vietnamese Refugees Moving to Massachusetts: http://
credo.library.umass.edu/view/full/murg025_h5_4-s2018-i002
6.     Challenges Faced by Vietnamese Immigrants and Asian Americans in the United States: http://
credo.library.umass.edu/view/full/murg025_h5_4-s2018-i004



Appendix 1: Buddhist Ceremony in Front of Hong Far Low



Appendix 2: Chinatown Immigration Raids



Appendix 3: Tyler Street 1925
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